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1. Introduction
Wearable electronics are attracting increasing attention as 
recent developments in materials, mechanics, and manufac-
turing techniques create new opportunities for the integration 
of high-quality electronic systems into a single miniaturized 
Continuous monitoring of human physiological signals is critical to managing 
personal healthcare by early detection of health disorders. Wearable and 
implantable devices are attracting growing attention as they show great 
potential for real-time recording of physiological conditions and body 
motions. Conventional piezoelectric sensors have the advantage of potentially 
being self-powered, but have limitations due to their intrinsic lack of 
stretchability. Herein, a kirigami approach to realize a novel stretchable strain 
sensor is introduced through a network of cut patterns in a piezoelectric thin 
film, exploiting the anisotropic and local bending that the patterns induce. 
The resulting pattern simultaneously enhances the electrical performance 
of the film and its stretchability while retaining the mechanical integrity of 
the underlying materials. The power output is enhanced from the mechano-
electric piezoelectric sensing effect by introducing an intersegment, 
through-plane, electrode pattern. By additionally integrating wireless 
electronics, this sensing network could work in an entirely battery-free mode. 
The kirigami stretchable piezoelectric sensor is demonstrated in cardiac 
monitoring and wearable body tracking applications. The integrated soft, 
stretchable, and biocompatible sensor demonstrates excellent in vitro and 
ex vivo performances and provides insights for the potential use in myriad 
biomedical and wearable health monitoring applications.
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device.[1] Most tissues in the human body 
possess soft, curvilinear, and dynamic-
deforming properties, while conventional 
sensors are generally based on rigid and 
stiff electronics that are mechanically 
incompatible with biological systems. 
To offer reliable and precise informa-
tion of health, flexible and stretchable 
electronics that could conformably and 
compliantly interact at the surfaces of 
human skin and internal organs have 
received growing attention in recent 
years.[2] There are generally two con-
ceptually different strategies to achieve 
stretchability:[3] on the one hand, recent 
advances in material synthesis provides 
a promising option to develop intrinsi-
cally stretchable materials, such as metal/
ionic liquids,[4] semiconductor/elastomer 
hybrid networks,[5] and conductor/elas-
tomer hybrid networks.[6] Alternatively, 
in order to maintain the high electrical 
performance of conventional rigid mate-
rials, geometric designs are employed, 
such as mesh networks,[7] wavy/buckled 
shapes,[8] and segmented island-bridge 
layouts with serpentine[9] or fractal[10] 
interconnects. However, high cost and complexity of the fab-
rication process limit use and the required interconnect 
patterns would also occupy spaces, thus reducing the area 
density of active component. In recent years kirigami, the 
Japanese art of paper cutting has inspired materials scien-
tists and mechanical designers to enhance the stretchability 
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in materials substrates. By exploiting kirigami topologies, a 
nonstretchable flat sheet can be transformed into an ultras-
tretchable and conformable structure, while retaining its func-
tional properties. The kirigami approach has been applied 
across a broad range of length scales, spanning from DNA 
kirigami at nanoscale,[11] to graphene[12] and nanocompos-
ites[13] at microscale, and various functional materials at mac-
roscale.[14–18] Another advantage of kirigami is that it could 
transform a variety of advanced materials and planar systems, 
that were previously limited in application, into mechanically 
tunable 2D and 3D architectures with broad geometric diver-
sity.[19] Kirigami techniques have been applied in a broad range 
of areas, including integrated solar tracking,[14] deployable 
reflectors,[15] energy storage devices,[16] mechanical actuators,[17] 
sensors,[20] triboelectric nanogenerators,[21] and stretchable 
electronics, such as conductors,[22] supercapacitors,[23] transis-
tors,[12] and bioprobes,[24] and the stretchability can reach as 
high as 400% without degradation of intrinsic properties.
Rapid developments in sensing systems and biointegrated 
electronics have imposed a challenge on power sources, 
which are mainly based on batteries. Recently, self-powered 
systems have attracted much attention, and dedicated efforts 
have been made to develop energy-harvesting systems to 
extract energy from the body, as discussed in recent review 
papers.[25,26] Among these power sources, mechanical energy 
is regarded as a promising option to offer sufficient power for 
embedded electronics.[26] Many studies have aimed to develop 
mechanically flexible and biocompatible sensing and energy 
harvesting systems based on two commonly used techniques: 
piezoelectricity[27,28] and triboelectricity.[29] Piezoelectric sen-
sors, the focus of this paper, exploit the mechanical-to-electrical 
conversion of piezo materials where electrical charge is induced 
upon mechanical strain. Inorganic materials are brittle and 
rigid in their bulk state, thus not inherently suitable to biomed-
ical applications. Recently, however, efforts have been devoted 
to developing thin piezoelectric films of these materials in 
order to realize the needed flexibility, which normally involves 
complicated micro fabrication techniques.[27] Alternatively, 
organic piezoelectric materials, such as polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF), are preferable due to their natural flexibility.[28] How-
ever, current designs based on piezoelectric sensors still retain 
a critical lack of stretchability, impeding applications in areas 
where large strains occur. For example, the dynamic strain of 
human skin could reach more than 30%,[30] and most biological 
tissues exhibit moduli of tens to hundreds of kilopascal,[31] 
much lower than the modulus of piezoelectric materials.
Here, inspired by the kirigami concept, we report an inte-
grated stretchable sensing system in conjunction with wire-
less electronics for continuous health monitoring. This device 
is composed of two subsystems, a kirigami-based stretchable 
and self-powered sensing component, and a wireless commu-
nication interface for data transmission. A linear kirigami cut 
pattern is adopted for its simple manufacturing process. This 
design delivers significantly improved mechanical and elec-
trical performances. Simulation analysis validates the superior 
mechanical properties of kirigami structures without inducing 
significant constraints on the measured surface compared 
with traditional planar structures. To enhance the sensing and 
power output of kirigami-based piezoelectric systems, a novel 
intersegment electrode pattern is adopted and evaluated by a 
comparative study. The devices can be mounted on different 
surfaces as either wearable or implantable systems without 
mechanical irritation. The effectiveness of this approach for 
implantable devices is demonstrated by measuring the sur-
face strain of a deforming balloon and ex vivo pig heart, and 
as a wearable sensor by measuring knee flexion. To demon-
strate the capability for wireless sensing, an integrated sensing 
system with near-field communication (NFC) and self-powered 
capabilities is designed. Experiments with balloons and pig 
hearts illustrate the sensor signals under multiple conditions 
are successfully collected and wirelessly transmitted to external 
devices for real-time monitoring. We demonstrate that this type 
of sensing system with outstanding mechanical and electrical 
performances has great potential in future implantable and 
wearable healthcare applications.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Features of Integrated Sensing Systems
The stretchable sensing system introduced here provides a self-
powered strain monitoring system with wireless communica-
tions for both implantable devices and wearable electronics. 
The key features of this system include its noninvasive con-
formity to various types of curved surfaces through a creative 
kirigami patterning and corresponding electrode intercon-
nection design, and an interface based on NFC technology[32] 
to wirelessly transmit strain information to external devices. 
Figure 1a gives the schematics of the kirigami sensing system 
for application in wireless cardiac monitoring. The device 
is composed of two subsystems: i) a stretchable piezoelectric 
film as the active sensing component to conform to the subject 
surface for strain measurements, and ii) a flexible and millim-
eter-scale wireless interface for NFC communications.
The whole wireless sensing system has a size of 
28 mm × 60 mm, and can be easily mounted on various sur-
faces, and at many points on the human body (Figure 1b,c). 
As seen in the balloon demonstration (Figure 1b), this sensing 
system is compatible with curved and soft balloon surfaces 
without inducing extra constrains on the balloon deformations 
due to its high stretchability. The working principle is based 
on kirigami induced buckling. The structure stretches as the 
distance between two bonding areas increases, inducing the 
out-of-plane buckling of each strip. The induced bending of 
the piezoelectric films generates electrical power in d31 mode 
due to the piezoelectric effect. A stable wireless communication 
is created between the platform and a smartphone with NFC 
functionality even during the large dynamic deformations of 
the balloon. This platform is also demonstrated as a wearable 
device mounted on the human knees (Figure 1c), recording 
the daily activities and exercise. The kirigami induced 3D buck-
ling could also be exploited to improve textile breathability, 
allowing heat and moisture vapor to be dissipated through the 
open structures. The developed sensor system delivers both 
a self-powered sensing function and wireless data transmit 
capability, two significant requirements for implantable elec-
tronics, e.g., for self-powered cardiac monitoring (Figure 1d). 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration, practical applications, and biocompatibility test of integrated self-powered sensing systems with wireless communi-
cation interface. a) Schematic illustration of the integrated device with multilayered structures between two subsystems: the stretchable sensor and 
wireless patch, and enlarged electrode patterns. b) Demonstration of the system on curved balloon surface with wireless communication capacity trans-
mitting to external devices with NFC functionality, i.e., smartphone. Scale bar: 1 cm. c,d) Several potential application areas including skin (clothes) 
surface as wearable devices and tissue (pig heart) surface as implantable sensor. Scale bars 2 and 1 cm respectively. e,f) Biocompatibility tests. Live/
dead staining of COS7 cells cultured on samples of the sensor (e) and communication part (f). Green fluorescence indicates live cells and red fluores-
cence shows dead cells. Insets show cells at a larger magnification. Scale bar of main images 0.5 mm, scale bar of insets 100 µm.
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COS7 fibroblasts have been used as a generic cell model to 
investigate the biocompatibility of this sensing system. Here, 
COS7 cells have been cultured on samples of either the sensor 
or the communication part of the device and cell viability is 
measured after 24, 48, and 72 h of contact with the devices. 
COS7 cells have also been stained with calcein and ethidium 
homodimer III and imaged with a fluorescence microscope. 
Microscopy of the stained cell layers cultured on the sensor 
and communication devices for 48 h reveals that COS7 cells 
remain viable throughout the culture period (Figure 1e,f). This 
corro borates the results of the Alamar Blue assay and further 
confirms the biocompatibility of both device parts (Figure S1, 
Supporting Information).
2.2. Designs for Mechanical and Electrical Performances
A hyperelastic balloon, as a soft and stretchable surface dem-
onstration, has been modeled using the finite element method 
(FEM) to explore the design of sensor structures. Two different 
patterns for sensors have been evaluated: one is a kirigami 
structure (Figure 2a), and the other is a commonly-used planar 
configuration (Figure 2b). The balloon is modeled using a neo-
Hookean hyperelastic material using the commercial software 
Abaqus and the sensor structures are modeled as 2D shell ele-
ments. Nonlinear effects due to the larger deformation are con-
sidered during the analysis. These two sensor configurations 
have the same geometry in relaxed form, and both are bonded 
onto the balloon surface through tie constrains in the center of 
two opposite edges. The balloon has an initial 400 mL volume 
of water inside and is then inflated by an infusion process at a 
fixed filling speed to the final state with 450 mL water inside. In 
the final state, the kirigami structure has imposed less restric-
tions on the balloon inflation compared to the planar structure 
(Figure 2a,b). The maximum unwanted strain on the balloon 
surface with kirigami structure is 0.2, which is two times less 
than the 0.47 strain provided by the planar configuration. For 
a free balloon with no sensors, the average stress around the 
bonding area reaches 0.275 MPa. With the kirigami struc-
ture, the average stress is 0.328 MPa (an increase of 19.3%), 
while for the planar structure, the average stress is 0.822 MPa 
(a significantly larger increase of 198.8%) (Figure 2c). The free 
deformations are also compared under these three cases. The 
change of the arc distance between the two bonding areas is 
used to evaluate the deformation (Figure 2d). For the free 
balloon, the distance increases from 45.0 to 49.6 mm. The final 
distance with the kirigami structure is 49.0 mm, (a reduction of 
13.0% compared to the free balloon). For the case of the planar 
structure, this change of distance is extremely small, from 
45 to 45.04 mm (a reduction of 97%), meaning that the planar 
configuration severely restricts the deformation of the balloon. 
These comparative results demonstrate that a kirigami struc-
ture can efficiently mitigate the interfacial stress caused by the 
mismatch between rigid sensing electronics and soft biological 
surfaces.
Mechanical strength and electrical performance are gener-
ally two conflicting requirements in biointegrated electronics. 
Design optimization has also been performed on the elec-
trode patterns of the piezoelectric sensors. 3D eight-node solid 
element has been adopted for the sensor component, which 
consists in a two-layer structure: a 28 µm piezoelectric layer 
and a 75 µm plastic substrate. The electrode is not considered 
for the mechanical analysis. Three different configurations 
have been analyzed for comparison (Figure S2, Supporting 
Information): a kirigami structure with intersegment elec-
trodes; another kirigami configuration with continuous elec-
trodes; and a planar structure with continuous electrodes. The 
open-circuit voltages are calculated to evaluate the electrical 
performances with these three configurations (Figure 2e). The 
kirigami structure with continuous electrode structure shows 
the lowest voltage output, 0.19 V. This low performance is the 
result of charge cancellation in the kirigami-induced 3D buck-
ling structures. The planar structure with continuous electrodes 
has a better electrical response, with an output voltage output 
of 1.26 V. The kirigami structure with intersegment electrodes, 
however, has a significantly increased open-circuit voltage 
(18.4 V). This remarkably large improvement in electrical per-
formance is due to the reverse connections between adjacent 
segments, which serve to rectify and reinforce the charges 
between neighboring sensor segments with opposite bending 
direction (and hence opposite induced charge). When this type 
of intersegment electrodes is introduced the electrode areas 
would be slightly reduced due to the imperfections involved in 
the manufacturing process, thus inducing a small increase of 
the sensor impedance. Considering the electrode area effects, 
the charge outputs have been compared (Figure 2f), as calcu-
lated by
Q A V t/r 0ε ε= × × ×  (1)
where ε0 is the air permittivity, εr = 12 is the relative permit-
tivity of piezoelectric film, t is the film thickness, V is the 
voltage output, and A is the electrode area. The electrode 
areas are 478.04, 835.18, and 933.5 mm2 for the kirigami 
intersegment electrode, the kirigami continuous electrode, 
and the planar continuous electrode respectively. The charge 
output of the kirigami structure with intersegment electrodes 
is 3.33 × 10−8 C, which is 7.5 times larger than the value pro-
vided by the planar configuration with continuous electrodes 
(4.46 × 10−9 C), and 54 times larger than the one featured 
by the kirigami structure with the continuous electrodes 
(6.07 × 10−10 C).
2.3. Output Performances and Characterization
To evaluate the performance of the proposed sensing platform 
we have fabricated the stretchable sensor using the kirigami 
structural designs with the intersegment electrodes. The 
stretchability of this system is mainly attributed to the induced 
out-of-plane bending to accommodate the in-plane stretching 
(Figure 3a). The experimental results have also been repli-
cated by FEM analysis. The electrical output has been analyzed 
before and after sensor encapsulation with polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) (Figure 3b). Upon applying a sine-shape strain 
input at 1.5 Hz and 10% maximum strain amplitude, the 
open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current (Isc) were 
4.04 V and 6.16 × 10−8 A respectively before encapsulation, and 
Adv. Mater. Technol. 2019, 1900100
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3.72 V and 5.70 × 10−8 A respectively after encapsulation. To 
evaluate the sensing performances in various conditions, the 
electrical outputs under a range of frequencies and strains were 
tested. Both Voc and Isc show a predominantly linear relation-
ship within a frequency range of 0.5 to 3 Hz, and under strain 
amplitudes between 5% and 30% (Figure 3c and Figure S4, 
Supporting Information).
A cyclic tensile test has also been performed to validate 
the endurance of the sensing capabilities (Figure 3d). No 
notable change in voltage output is observed after 1500 cycles 
at 1.5 Hz, and the average output under three strain condi-
tions, 10%, 15%, and 20% shows a linear relationship with 
the strain. The electrical performance of the piezoelectric 
sensor with the external resistors has also been investigated 
Adv. Mater. Technol. 2019, 1900100
Figure 2. Mechanical and electrical optimization designs with simulation study. a,b) Two types of structures, kirigami and planar structures, on a 
curved balloon surface after its inflation showing strain distributions on the balloon surface around the bonding areas. c) A comparative study with the 
above two structural designs, and the average stress comparison around the bonding areas of the balloon during the inflation process in three cases: 
no sensing structure on balloon structure; Kirigami structure bonded to balloon surface; planar structure bonded to balloon surface. d) The distance 
change between two bonding areas during the balloon inflation process in the above three cases. e) Piezoelectric analysis of the electrode design for 
the sensing system in three designs: the kirigami structure with intersegment electrode pattern to reversely connect the adjacent segments to avoid 
charge cancellation; the kirigami structure with continuous electrode pattern; the planar structure with continuous electrode pattern. The voltage output 
during the balloon inflation process. f) The charge output considering the electrode areas in the above three cases in (e).
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Figure 3. Electrical performance characterization of the sensing systems. a) (left) The different stages of the stretchable sensors under a tensile test. 
The strains are 0%, 15%, and 30% respectively. (right) The simulation results under the same three strains, and the stress distribution on the kirigami 
structure. Scale bar: 1 cm. b) The comparisons of the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current versus time before and after PDMS encapsulation 
at 1.5 Hz and 10% strain. c) The open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current of the sensing system under a range of loading conditions, strain range 
from 5% to 30%, and frequency range from 0.5 to 3.0 Hz. d) A cycle test of the sensing system at 1.5 Hz and three strains: 10%, 15%, and 20%, and 
corresponding voltage amplitude comparison. e) The instantaneous power output calculated by the measured voltage and current from 1 to 470 MΩ 
at 1.5 Hz and 15% strain. The inset is the measured voltage and current output under different load resistances. f) The charging of a capacitor 
(10 µF) from the rectified voltage output of the sensor under 15% strain. The inset is the circuit diagram of the energy harvesting and storage system.
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to assess the instantaneous power output at 1.5 Hz and 15% 
strain (Figure 3e). The load resistors range between 1 and 
470 MΩ; the voltage increases with the resistance and reaches 
5.32 V when the resistance is 470 MΩ, which is close to its 
corresponding Voc of 5.44 V. The current decreases as the 
resistance increases, with a value of 8.32 × 10−8 A at 1 MΩ 
that is also close to its corresponding Isc of 8.66 × 10−8 A. The 
output power is calculated by multiplying the measured voltage 
and current, reaching a maximum of 228 nW under the load 
resistance of 68 MΩ. Energy harvesting performance is also 
an important characteristic for self-powered sensors, and the 
collected energy could also be used as a supplementary power 
source for other implantable devices such as pacemakers. 
A 10 µF capacitor has been used to store the harvested energy 
from the mechanical deformation (Figure 3f). A silicon bridge 
rectifier is used to convert the piezoelectric AC output to DC 
signals before charging the capacitor, and three different fre-
quencies (1, 1.5, and 2 Hz) at 15% strain amplitude have been 
applied to investigate the charge performance. The sensor 
could charge the capacitor to 1 V within 200 s at a frequency of 
2 Hz. These results indicate that the featured sensing system 
is a promising stretchable self-powered sensor for implantable 
electronics applications.
2.4. Sensing Capability Assessment in Multiple Conditions
To further validate the functionality of the device, a series of 
tests, including in vitro, ex vivo, and on body, have been per-
formed. Two types of fluid, air and water, have been infused into 
a balloon to inflate it through a controllable setup (Figure 4ai,ii). 
In the air-driven platform, a pressure gauge is used to record 
the pressure change inside the balloon, and the sensor outputs 
varying with the pressure change are subsequently analyzed. 
The kirigami sensor conforms to the balloon surface well while 
still maintaining its free deformations (Figure 4bi,ii). Two types 
of control signals (sine and heartbeat-like shapes) have been 
applied to the syringe movements to evaluate the sensing per-
formance with balloon deformations under various conditions. 
For the case of sine wave inflation, with increasing frequency 
and pressure (4.0 to 5.7 kPa and 0.5 to 1.5 Hz, respectively), 
the voltage outputs increase linearly (Figure 4c and Figure S8, 
Supporting Information). For the case of the heartbeat-like 
inflation, the detailed characteristics of balloon expansion and 
contraction are replicated in the voltage signals (Figure 4d). 
Linear relationships between the sensor output and frequency 
and pressure have been obtained (Figure S8, Supporting 
Information) in the range of frequencies 0.5 to 1.5 Hz and pres-
sures 3.4 to 4.4 kPa. For water as the infusion material, a flow-
meter is used to record the volume change of the balloon. The 
results illustrate that the sensor output changes with a linear 
relationship with the change of frequency and water volume 
(Figures S9 and S10, Supporting Information).
Ex vivo tests are also performed using the in vitro test set-up 
by substituting the balloon with a fresh pig heart to simulate 
the in vivo environment. One chamber of the heart is inflated 
by either water or air. The sensor shows a good conform-
ability to the pig heart surface before and after deformation 
(Figure 4biii,iv). Two types of signals, pulse (Figure 4e) and 
heartbeat-like (Figure 4f) shapes, have been applied to inflate 
the heart under a range of frequencies and pressures using 
air. For the heartbeat-like input, the characteristics of the heart 
deformations in diastole and systole are clearly embodied in the 
signal outputs. The average amplitude of the generated voltage 
also features a linear relationship with pressure and frequency 
for the pulse waveform (Figure S11, Supporting Information). 
A similar relationship between the voltage output and the 
infused water volume and applied frequency is observed for the 
water-driven case (Figure S12, Supporting Information).
In addition to reliable applications for implantable devices, 
this sensing system also shows great potential for wearable 
electronics to record daily activities. To monitor daily exercises, 
this sensor can be readily mounted on body joints where large 
deformation occurs, such as the knees (Figure 4bv,vi). Different 
types of exercises, including cycle, running, and climbing, have 
been performed to evaluate the sensing performance. For each 
type of motion, the device illustrates a clearly different voltage 
waveform, which provided a facile way to distinguish the 
motion type (Figure 4g). In addition, when the running speed 
increases gradually, the voltage amplitude shows a gradual 
increase (Figure 4h). Moreover, due to the open 3D buckling 
structure introduced by kirigami cutting, the design featured 
here is intrinsically breathable, and can therefore be incorpo-
rated into performance textiles where breathability is essential.
2.5. Assessment of Integrated Systems for Wireless  
Sensing Capacities
Considering implantable biomedical devices in real applica-
tions, wireless communication is an indispensable capability. 
NFC technology is therefore explored for integration with our 
kirigami sensor to collect the strain outputs and transmit the 
data to external devices. This provides a convenient way to mon-
itor in-body and on-body conditions in real-time with portable 
devices, such as a smart phone with NFC functionality. A min-
iaturized wireless interface with the radius of ≈8 mm have been 
designed and fabricated (Figure 5a) to capture and transmit 
the analog voltage signal from the sensor, and an external NFC 
reader is used to acquire the data. For in vitro assessment, 
the previously described air-driven testing platform is used to 
demonstrate the wireless communication abilities. The sensor 
is directly connected to the wireless interface using two signal 
wires. Similar tests as above for balloon deformations under a 
series of frequencies and pressures have been performed to eval-
uate the performance of the integrated sensor-communication 
system. For a fixed balloon pressure, the signal output acquired 
from the NFC reader is stable, and its amplitude increases with 
an increase in frequency (Figure 5b). The results from the wire-
less NFC interface are then compared with those using wired 
connections to an oscilloscope, and the results from the two 
measuring methods are consistent with each other (Figure S16, 
Supporting Information). A heartbeat-like input has also been 
applied to simulate the real heart beating, and the results from 
the wireless interface illustrated its successful acquisition of 
the signal characteristics at a representative frequency of 1 Hz 
(Figure 5c). The trend of the voltage/pressure signals match the 
sensor signal obtained from the wired platform.
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Figure 4. The application tests of the sensing system in multiple conditions. a) The setup for the in vitro and ex vivo test with air and water 
as the infusion medium respectively. b) The use of the stretchable sensor on a range of curved surfaces, including balloon, pig heart, and knee 
joint. The conditions of its initial and deformed states. Scale bar: 1 cm. c) The voltage output of the sensor bonded to the balloon under different 
frequencies and pressures for a sine-shape input on air-driven platform. d) The voltage output of the sensor on the balloon under different 
frequencies and pressures under a heartbeat-like input on air-driven platform. e,f ). The voltage output of the sensor on the pig heart under 
different frequencies and pressures with pulse and heartbeat-like inputs on air-driven platform. g) The voltage output of the sensor mounting on 
the knee areas for three types of exercise: cycling, running, and climbing. h) The voltage output of the sensor when the running speed increases 
gradually.
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Finally, we demonstrate the complete self-contained bio-
sensor by integrating the kirigami sensor and NFC interface 
into a single module (Figure 5d). The sensor size is further 
optimized to match the dimension of the wireless compo-
nent to achieve a miniaturized and flexible integrated sensing 
system. A series of tests has been performed to evaluate the 
operation of this integrated system at three frequencies and 
three pressures (Figure 5e). The acquired results validate the 
reliability of this integrated system and illustrate the near-linear 
relationship between the input (frequency and pressure) and 
output (voltage) (Figure 5f).
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, the flexible and stretchable integrated sensing 
system presented here represents a significant technology 
advance to achieve self-powered and wireless health moni-
toring. The structural flexibility allows this system to robustly 
conform to various curved surfaces, including the balloon, 
heart surface, and body joints. Compared to previously reported 
methods for stretchability, the kirigami technique provides 
a straightforward method to achieve compliance by a tailored 
cutting pattern, simplifying the microfabrication process. By 
Adv. Mater. Technol. 2019, 1900100
Figure 5. The wireless communication assessment of the integrated system. a) The setup for the comparison between wire and wireless results. 
Enlarged images show the wireless patch, and the communication between the wireless patch and external reader. Scale bar: 5 cm. b) The comparative 
results between the wire and wireless measurement methods with sine-shape input under 4.0 kPa and three frequencies: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 Hz on 
air-driven platform. c) The comparative results between the wire and wireless measurement methods with heartbeat-like input at 1 Hz and for 
three pressures. d) The fully integrated sensing and communication system, and its evaluation on the balloon surface. Scale bar: 2 and 1 cm. 
e,f) The wirelessly transmitted data from the integrated system under a series of conditions, including frequency and pressure changes, and the voltage 
amplitude comparison with the changing parameters.
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introducing a novel intersegment electrode design, this inte-
grated sensing system shows advantages in both mechanical 
and electrical performances. Another attractive feature of the 
proposed system is the miniaturized wireless interface allowing 
the sensing data to be transmitted to an external device wire-
lessly, which is of vital importance to implantable devices. In 
addition to the systematic modeling of the devices, a range of 
practical assessments, including in vitro, ex vivo, and on body, 
have been performed. With the integration of the NFC func-
tionality, the collected data are transmitted to external devices 
to achieve wireless and real-time health monitoring with no 
power needed for the sensor or the communication chip. These 
features contribute to the effectiveness of the developed wire-
less and self-powered sensing platform and differentiate it from 
other sensing systems. The developed device has the potential 
to significantly expand the wireless monitoring of vital signs 
and important biomechanical indicators of health.
4. Experimental Section
Materials and Methods and any associated references are presented in 
the Supporting Information.
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